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Welcome to the 17th edition of Perspectives, where we review the second quarter of the year and
share our thoughts for the months to come.
The first half of the year is already over! The list of geopolitical risks that have dominated the headlines
throughout the second quarter kept expanding and included fears of trade wars, the U.S pulling out of the
nuclear weapons agreement with Iran, relations between the U.S and North Korea and credit risk fears in
Italy. When it comes to financial markets, the most important feature of the last 3 months has been the
performance divergence between the U.S and the rest of the world. While the U.S equity and credit markets
have been resilient, risk assets within Europe and Emerging Markets have been correcting. Much of the
performance divergence can be attributed to bifurcating growth prospects and the strengthening of the
dollar. Despite the rebound of the greenback, commodities have been doing surprisingly well and are now the
best performing asset class since the start of the year. In the first part of this edition, we review in detail what
we consider to be the “Ten stories to remember” from the first three months of the year.

When it comes to financial markets, the most
important feature of the last 3 months has been
the performance divergence between the U.S and
the rest of the world.
Looking at the third quarter (and beyond), we remain long-term bullish on the economy and risk assets but
expect markets to remain volatile in the near-term. The very good news is that the current context is creating
great relative value opportunities and we explore some of them in the quarterly outlook section. The Middle
East region is also full of attractive investment ideas. Our flagship Al Mal Mena Equity Fund enjoyed a strong
first half of the year with a gain of 10%. Going forward, we believe there are indeed some appealing alpha
and beta opportunities to be exploited in our regional markets, a topic we dig further into within the second
part of Perspectives.
We hope you will enjoy this issue.

Disclaimer. This document is provided to you by Al Mal Capital PSC (“AMC”) for informational purposes only, and contains proprietary information that may not to be publicly
distributed to, or used by you, or any third parties without AMC’s prior written consent. All figures and numerical representations appearing in this document have not been
audited and any references to AMC and returns are indicative only. Although all information and opinions expressed in this document were obtained from sources believed to
be reliable and in good faith, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by AMC as to its accuracy or completeness. AMC and any of its affiliates make no
guarantee, assurance, or representation what so ever as to the expected or projected success, profitability, return, savings, performance, result, effect, consequence, or benefit
(either legal, regulatory, tax, financial, accounting, or otherwise) of any instrument, product, strategy or service described here in this document.
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The list of geopolitical risks that have dominated the headlines throughout
the second quarter kept expanding and included fears of trade wars, relations
between the U.S and North Korea, the U.S pulling out of the nuclear weapons
agreement with Iran & credit risk fears in Italy.
When it comes to financial markets, the most important feature of the last 3 months has been the performance divergence
between the U.S and the rest of the world. While the U.S equity and credit markets have been resilient, risk assets within Europe
and Emerging markets have been correcting. Much of the performance divergence can be attributed to bifurcating growth prospects
and the strengthening of the dollar. Despite the rebound of the greenback, commodities - especially oil - have been doing
surprisingly well and is now the best performing asset class since the start of the year (see chart below).
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Story #1: Bifurcating economies
One of the key features of the global economy in 2017 was the
synchrononized growth across both the developed and
emerging markets economies, which had not happened since
the financial crisis.
As we entered 2018, the consensus view was that this trend
would continue this year with strong and synchronized global
growth in which the U.S would be relatively unexceptional
despite doing well in absolute terms.

However, business cycles across the
world have been diverging significantly
since the start of the year.

On one hand, U.S data (i.e., consumer & business Confidence,
durable Orders, regional Fed surveys, new home sales, Initial
Unemployment Claims, etc.) is pointing towards an acceleration
of US real GDP growth in Q2 (around 3-4%). Indeed, the tax
cuts and fiscal stimulus are helping to offset monetary headwind
and this is likely to strengthen and lenghten the business cycle.
On the other hand, the Euro area and Japan registered unexpected
deceleration in sequential growth during the first quarter (from
2.7% in Q4 ’17 to 1.6% q/q in the Euro area and from 0.6% to
-0.6% in Japan) which means that the U.S is the only major
developed economy which is still displaying steady abovepotential growth (+2.2%). While Eurozone monetary policy is
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now more helpful than in the U.S, the EU fiscal policy remains
much tighter, and Euro “soft” macro economic data keeps
softening. Unfortunately the worst might be ahead of us; the
rise of anti-system governments in Europe (see June Perspectives
“Italexit?”) and the looming political crisis on asylum/migrants is
complicating the picture in the eurozone and threatening
“periphery” bond yield spreads to widen again.
In Asia and Global emerging markets, there has been a blend of
distinct country cycles. But many emerging markets countries
are facing a common challenge of tighter global credit conditions
and currency weakness (see the Asset allocation section of
June Perspectives).
China has been doing reasonably well in the first half of the
year, but concerns about tightening monetary policy over the

past year and more restrictive banking regulation have fueled
fears about tight credit and lower growth. These worries seem
to have been confirmed by a wave of bond defaults seen in
China this year. Indeed, banks have been forced to recognize
many off balance sheets assets. This has led to a tightening
of liquidity in shadow lending channeled through asset
management companies.
As we will discuss in the Q3 and beyond outlook section, there
is a risk that economic development in the next few months
could further highlight US growth as a major outlier, at least in
the developed world. But before projecting ourselves in the
upcoming quarter, let’s first review what have been the
consequences of these diverging economic trends on the
performance of the major asset classes.

Story #2: The stronger dollar
The dollar has not been strengthening just against the euro.
Emerging market currencies have been particularly hit (see story
#7) and this includes the Chinese renminbi which has weakened
against the dollar from 6.3 at the start of the year to 6.6 at the
end of June.
While this weakening of the Chinese currency could rejuvenate
exports (and somewhat offset higher tariffs), China doesn’t want
a feeble currency either. Indeed, China needs a strong currency

The US$ spot index (source: Strategas)
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to fund their infrastructure projects in South East Asia. There
is also a risk of Chinese people choosing to take their money
elsewhere because of lowered economic expectations at home
(the so-called “capital flight”).
For sure, the direction of Chinese currency needs to be monitored
very carefully as further weakness could trigger a new currency war
and put more pressure on the emerging markets currency complex.

Story #3: Bifurcated equity markets
The divergence of economic performance and the strengthening
of the dollar has spurred important performance divergence for
the various equity markets.
The best performing developed market in Q2 was U.S equities.
While the S&P 500 is up +2.8% over the quarter, the MSCI
World ex-US is down -4.7% whereas the MSCI Emerging markets
is down -11.6%. Part of the performance gap is coming from
the currency effect but the divergence in economic growth and

earnings growth also explains this dichotomy.
What has been even more impressive is the differential in
performance between the perceived winners of US exceptionalism,
i.e US tech stocks (QQQ ETF) and the perceived losers of the
upcoming Trade war, i.e the Chinese tech stocks (Invesco ETF).
As shown on the chart below, the performance gap kept
widening during the course of the quarter.

Chinese tech stocks are at a new 2018 low versus U.S peers (source: Bloomberg)

The best performing developed market
in Q2 was U.S equities.
Story #4: The “FANGs” came back with a vengeance
Back in April of this year, we highlighted the sharp decline of the

FANGs (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, Alphabet) stocks during the
month of March (-15% from peak to through). New regulation,
their exposure to trade war risk and over-valuation were cited
among the triggers behind this sell-off.

Consequently, hedge funds and other speculators accumulated
massive short positions on some of these stocks. The earnings
season acted as a harsh reminder of the superiority of their business
models and this triggered a massive short squeeze on these stocks.
Most of them are now trading at new highs and continue to
capture the attention of momentum and growth investors.
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NYSE FANG index performance

Story #5: European politics matter again
The benign electoral outcomes in 2017 in France, Holland and
Germany had lulled investors into complacency. As highlighted
in the June edition of Perspectives, Italy’s general election in
March 2018 was a wakeup call. The two parties with the biggest
share of the vote – the Five Star Movement and Lega (League)
– are anti-EU low-taxers and high-spenders. This new leadership
in Italy spooked investors and led to a temporary spike in the
BTP-Bund spreads as investors are naturally demanding more

to compensate them for the risk of lending to Rome (see chart
on the next page).
While this spread has been stabilizing recently, the political
picture is becoming more complex in the European Union and
start a new sentence: “An increase of the risk premium throughout
the summer is a risk to be considered” (more on this in the
outlook section).

The political picture is becoming more complex
in the European Union and an increase of the
risk premium throughout the summer is a risk
to be considered.
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Italian 10-year bond yield (Source: Strategas)

Story #6: Global systematically important banks under pressure
The rising political risk in the European “periphery” is also
having some consequences on the performance of European
banks given their high exposure to European debt and the
fact that a steepening of the curve and rise of interest rates
might be postponed again. The worst performing large
European bank has been Deutsche Bank (-40% since the
start of the year) as the German lender has also been

penalized by some idiosyncratic issues.
The European banks weakness partly explains the
disappointing performance of U.S banks and the continuous
decline of the group of Financials stocks which have been
identified as the global systemically important banks (see
chart below).

The global systemically important banks have entered a bear market
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Story #7: The Emerging markets bloodbath
As mentioned earlier, emerging markets equities have been
particularly hit in Q2 (e.g Brazil and Turkey are both down
-30% over the quarter in $ terms). The most resilient
emerging indices have been in the GCCs as our regional

markets have been benefiting from firm oil prices (see later),
the $ peg (no currency risk unlike other emerging markets)
and some idiosyncratic stories (e.g Saudi Arabia inclusion into
MSCI index).

EM currencies index

Brazil and Turkey are both down -30% over
the quarter in $ terms.
Story #8: US High yield spreads tighter than EM Sovereigns
On the bond side, the economic growth differential, strength of
the dollar and ensuing weakness in emerging markets also had
some consequences on the performance of the various fixed
income sub-asset classes.
Despite the strong US economic number, the long end of the
US Treasury curve has been flattening again (see next story).
The flight to safety ensuing from emerging markets weakness
and the EU political troubles, the decline of the Chinese
currency and the rise of the dollar are seen as disinflationary
forces capping the rise of the back-end of the curve. After
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briefly crossing the 3.0% level, the U.S 10 year is now back
to 2.80%.
But recent developments have also created some interesting
situations on the spread markets. The vigor of the U.S economy
is helping US corporate and junk bond yields to stay relatively
tight. On the other hand, the de-risking taking place within
emerging markets triggered some credit spreads widening. As
shown on the next page, the EM sovereign spreads are now
trading at a higher level than US High yields. More on this in
the Q2 Outlook article.

The flight to safety ensuing from
emerging markets weakness and
the EU political troubles, the
decline of the Chinese currency and
the rise of the dollar are seen as
disinflationary forces capping the rise of the
back-end of the curve.
US corporate High Yield spreads are now tighter than EM Sovereign spreads
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Story #9: US Yield curve is flattening for a 6th quarter in a row
The second quarter of 2018 is the 6th straight quarterly US
yield curve (2y-30y) flattening in a row (and the 16th quarter
in the last 18 where the 2y-30y curve has flattened). Indeed,
despite improving US macro-economic numbers, rate hikes
and rising inflation the US Treasuries 30 year yield ended the
quarter at a lower level than it started. How can this
conundrum be rationally explained?
We do believe that the front end of the US curve best reflects
the domestic economy whereas the long end of the curve is a
function of what is happening outside the US border.
Indeed, the tighter employment market in the U.S and rising
wages are now fully reflected in the front-end of the curve.

The U.S is actually exporting their domestic strength to the
rest of the world through higher short-term rates and a
stronger dollar (and this explains in part some of the emerging
markets troubles as already highlighted).
On the other hand, the back-end of the curve is a function of
the external environment such as long-term bond yields being
anchored at 0% in Japan, still very low bond yields in Europe,
declining EM currencies, etc. Thus, the U.S long-end of the
curve is importing a much more benign international
inflationary and growth outlook which explains why the U.S
10 year yield struggles to cross the 3.0% level while the yield
curve is at the flattest level in years, despite the acceleration
of the U.S economy.

US Yield curve 2 years – 30 years versus fed Balance sheet (3 months lag)

The U.S is actually exporting their domestic
strength to the rest of the world through
higher short-term rates and a stronger
dollar, and this explains in part some of the
emerging markets troubles.
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Story #10: Commodities are outperforming
At +6% since the start of the year, commodities are the bestperforming asset class so far this year. Interestingly, 5.0% of
this return has been accumulated so far in Q2, with 2.3%
actually registered since mid-April when the trade-weighted
USD staged a rally that undermined the performance of many
equity, fixed income and currency markets globally.
But these headline numbers mask the fact that the commodities
index outperformance was explained mostly by oil prices (see
table below). As Brent crude increased by nearly 17% year-todate on the back of robust growth in global oil products demand
and OPEC’s compliance to the December ‘16 OPEC+ deal being
well above 150%. Such high compliance has been driven by

declining production from Venezuela and Angola, but also by
higher cuts from Saudi Arabia, which has led to overtightening
of oil markets as we enter the seasonally-higher demand
quarters. Other contributors to the strong performance of
commodities year-to-date have been some agricultural
products like wheat and corn that were hit by weather
disruptions, drawing on inventories, and some base metals like
aluminum and nickel that were hit by idiosyncratic factors
related to US sanctions. On the other hand, Gold was notably
weak as rising interest rates and firmer dollar depressed the
attraction of the ‘barbarous relic’ for investors.

Quarterly performance of the JPMCCI Aggregate TR index and its major sub-components
(source: JP Morgan)

JPMCCI TR SUB-COMPONENTS

1Q18

2Q18 QTD

YTD

ENERGY

5.1%

6.2%

11.6%

WTI

8.1%

2.3%

10.6%

Brent

5.5%

10.8%

16.9%

Natural Gas

-1.5%

2.4%

0.8%

INDUSTRIAL METALS

-6.1%

9.5%

2.8%

Copper

-7.3%

7.5%

-0.4%

.-11.9%

17.2%

3.3%

PRECIOUS METALS

-0.7%

-0.9%

-1.6%

Gold

1.0%

-2.1%

-1.1%

AGRICULTURE

4.3%

-1.0%

3.3%

Wheat

3.7%

11.3%

15.5%

Soybeans

7.8%

-4.4%

3.0%

-16.8%

-2.8%

-19.1%

JPMCCI AGGREGATE TR

1.3%

5.0%

6.4%

S&P GSCI TR

2.2%

4.3%

6.6%

Aluminum

Sugar
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Q3 and beyond
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As highlighted in the previous article, the first half of 2018 seems to indicate
that the global context remains favorable for risk assets but some important
divergences have been taking place. The main question for the second half of the
year is whether we will come back to the 2017 regime which was characterized
by global synchronized growth or if the U.S economic outperformance will
persist. The expected returns for the various asset classes is very much
dependent on this trend.
Below, we review the outlook for global economic growth, inflation, monetary policy and geopolitics. We then share our
expectations for the main asset classes over a one year time-horizon.

Global economic growth
While many headline news paint a bleak picture for the economy, a recent IMF report shows that the world economy has never
been in better shape as the institution is forecasting the number of countries in recession to reach an all-time low by 2021
(see chart below).

Number of countries in the world in a recession, including IMF forecasts for 2018-2021 (IMF, Deutsche
Bank – November 2017)

Still, recent data has been showing some divergence in terms of
growth, as the positive outlook on the U.S and (to a lesser extent)
Japan is balanced by the downside risks from Europe and China.

small business and consumer confidence is surging. The U.S is
benefiting from policy actions that fuel three simultaneous and
inter-related engines:

In the U.S, we do see risks skewed to the upside as the fiscal
boost is likely to pick up soon. Indeed, the February US budget
agreement has significantly increased the expected fiscal
impulse to growth, while the potential headwind from a
tightening of financial conditions has yet to show up. Meanwhile

1. High consumption (thanks to strong labor market);
2. Increased business investments supported by strong
corporate balance sheets;
3. Increased government spending (e.g infrastructure)
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We do see US real GDP growth to accelerate from 2.3% in
2017 to a 3-4% pace in 2018. But while the effects of the U.S
fiscal policy are positive in the near term, the longer-term
impact is a source of concern. They add to already high levels of
debt and deficits. Fiscal stimulus is also likely to boost the US
growth rate, when the economy is already at risk of overheating.
Still, one of the potential positive effect from fiscal stimulus
could come from the immediate and full expensing of capital
spending which should prompt companies to invest into fixed

assets. Let’s not forget that companies have been favoring
financial engineering over capital expenditures during the last
two decades, which has pushed the average age of private fixed
non-residential assets to a very old average age (see chart
below). New capex plans should improve productivity rate,
leading to sustainably low inflation and gradual Fed tightening.
While the consensus believes that the U.S economy is close to
the end of the business cycle, an improvement in productivity
could lengthen the U.S business cycle even further.

Last time private U.S fixed assets were that old was in the ‘60s (source: Strategas)

We also believe that economic data in Japan could surprise on
the upside going forward. True growth has been slowing recently
but we expect a rebound after surprisingly weak first-quarter
data. A weakening of the yen should act as a cyclical tailwind in
the near-term. Meanwhile, structural trends such as improving
governance (greater focus on ROE, growing dividend payouts,
etc.) remain in place.
The European economy was strong last year even outpacing
the US. Economic data in the first half continue to be positive but
have been lower than expectations as the “old continent” is facing
headwinds from a stronger currency, the rise of oil prices and

slightly higher rates. The labor market continued to heal and
domestic drivers may take over as a source of support. Inflation
is moving in the right direction (latest CPI number hit 2.0%).
Meanwhile, monetary policy remains accommodative as the
reduction of ECB balance sheet will not start before the end of
year and first rate hike not before September 2019. That being
said, fiscal policy remains restrictive and Euro “soft” macro
economic data keeps softening (see chart on the next page).
Last but not least, political risk is on the rise (see dedicated
paragraph) which could weigh on the business sentiment at
some point.

The European economy was strong last year even
outpacing the US. Economic data in the first half continue
to be positive but have been lower than expectations as
the old continent is facing headwinds from a stronger
currency, the rise of oil prices and slightly higher rates.
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Euro area PMI manufacturing data seem to indicate that the soft patch is carrying into Q2
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In China, the economy was resilient in the first half but the
overall picture started weakening at the end of the second
quarter: economic numbers in May were weak (decline in
credit growth and fixed asset investments), the Shanghai
stock index has entered into a bear market (down 20 percent
in just five months), the yuan is weakening (-2.9% in June) and
corporate defaults are mounting. It is a harsh reminder that
despite China’s impressive growth, the country is still seen as
being vulnerable. China growth has been accompanied by an
even faster growth in debt as the country’s gross debt (public
and private) is now estimated at over 250% of GDP ($11 trillion
domestic debt). The Chinese government long-term objective
is to de-leverage and reduce financial-risk. Over the past year,
they have been tightening monetary policy and implemented
more restrictive banking regulation. Indeed, banks have been
forced to recognize many off balance sheets assets which has
led to a tightening of liquidity in shadow lending channeled
through asset management companies. This is having some
impact on growth and has triggered a wave of bond defaults in
China this year. Meanwhile, President Donald Trump threatened
duties on $200 billion in Chinese imports, and another $200
billion after that if Beijing retaliates.
As such, China is now willing to provide liquidity in the near-term.
The PoBC recently responded by cutting the reserve ratio
requirement (RRR) for a number of banks, deploying $100bn

into the economy and effectively shifting from tighter monetary
policy that prevailed since the start of last year to easier
conditions. This means that China wants to meet its GDP target
even if this implies a weaker currency. Which is a risky move as
it could create further capital flights and further deleveraging
at a time when the market is scrutinizing China’s efforts to reduce
debt in the economy. China also needs a strong currency to
fund a lot of infrastructure projects in South East Asia.
From our point of view, we continue to see a hard landing in
China as unlikely in the next few years, but recent developments
suggest some downward pressure on Chinese growth. Also there
is room for policy support but the recent weakness of the yuan
needs to be monitored very closely as it can have some negative
consequences across various countries and asset classes.
Global emerging markets growth outlook remains solid
although some headwinds have started to appear.
Before the 2008 financial crisis, developing and emerging
economies not only outpaced their developed counterparts,
they did so by a widening margin. After the global financial crisis,
while emerging markets still grew more quickly the margin
narrowed. Now it looks to expand again with aggregate GDP
for emerging markets to grow around 5-6% in 2018 compared
to 2-3% for the advanced economies (source: IMF).
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However, a look at the Citigroup Emerging Markets Surprise
index (see below) shows how things have been shifting during
the first half of the year. The direction of this index seems to
be highly correlated to the dollar. Indeed, the weakening of the
greenback in Q1 led to an upward revision to growth expectations
but the collapse of emerging markets local currencies throughout
the second quarter pushed this index into negative territory
(i.e. more negative “surprises” than positive one).
As discussed in the June edition of Perspectives, the combined
effect of shrinking the US Federal Reserve balance sheet and
increased supply of US Treasuries is soaking up dollar liquidity,

hence forcing some Emerging Markets central banks (e.g. India)
to raise interest rates and thus tighten credit conditions. We do
believe that it is now the time to be very selective when it
comes to emerging markets. The most countries at risk are the
ones with high current accounting deficit and rising external debt
(e.g Turkey, Argentina, etc.). Our regional markets (especially
GCCs) seem less at risk given the peg with the dollar, relatively
strong current account position and low level of debt. They are
also at an earlier stage of the economic recovery, have been
implementing structural reforms and benefit to a certain extent
from the oil strength.

Citigroup Emerging Markets Economic surprises index (source: Bloomberg)

The combined effect of shrinking US
Federal Reserve balance sheet and
increased supply of US Treasuries is
soaking up dollar liquidity, hence
forcing some Emerging Markets central
banks to raise interest rates and thus
tighten credit conditions.
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Inflation
Despite the global economy recovery, inflation rates remain low. However, we note that 80% of OECD countries (+China) are in
full employment, which could lead to greater inflationary pressures in the next two years. For sure, there are still deflationary forces
such as aging population or low productivity which keeps wage growth at low levels, but the risk is now skewed on the upside.
Further rise in oil prices and other commodities could lead to further inflationary pressure as companies are finding it easier to
raise prices than in the recent past.
Inflationary pressure is especially apparent in the U.S given the tightness of the labor market. A faster rise has the potential to be
disruptive, but it is not our core scenario. In Europe, we expect inflation to be more muted and for any surprises to have relatively
little market impact given the still-large undershoot relative to the ECB’s target.

Global inflation trend (source: OECD)
Inflation remained low, however...
80% of OECD countries (+China) are in full employment,
which could lead to greater inflationnary pressures for the
next two years...
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...Nevertheless, there are still deflationary forces such
as aging population or low-productivity which keeps
wage growth in low levels.

2019

Monetary Policy
On a global basis, monetary policy has been gradually shifting from easing to neutral. In the U.S, we expect two additional Fed
hikes this year. In Europe, we expect quantitative easing purchases to end this year, but we do not see rate hikes until the latter
part of 2019. We note that several emerging markets are now tightening given the aforementioned currency weakness issues.
China, however, is moving from tightening to an easing stance.

Global Monetary Policy Tracker (www. www.cfr.org)
Index of Global Easing (-) / Tightening (+)*
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Geopolitical risks
We now think the market is overpricing
trade war risks relative to what is likely
to materialize. We still see upside risks
from reform agendas globally, including
de-regulation in the US, labor reforms
in France, and corporate governance
improvements in Japan. We continue to worry about geopolitical
risks outside of trade (e.g in Europe).
Trade war is perceived by investors as the biggest risk for the
market. As we previously commented, the long-term impact of
tariffs and trade war is easy to assess in the sense that no one
wins from trade war. Indeed, the IMF simulations show that a
10% US import tariffs decreases US GDP by 1% and World GDP
by 0.3%. The short-term consequences are more difficult to assess
and seem to vary depending on the openness of the economies
impacted by these tariffs. From a US perspective, the impact of
Tariffs is estimated between $80 billion and $100 billion for this
year. While it is a very large amount, it is dwarfed by the $800 billion
in incremental fiscal policy (tax cuts, spending and repatriations)
in 2018. From our point of view, U.S equity investors have been
over-estimating the impact of Tariffs and underestimating the
impact of fiscal policy, at least in the short-term.
On the other hand, trade war risk seems to have a bigger impact on
the more open economies such as Europe (e.g Auto manufacturers)
and China (e.g Tech and Industrials sectors). We expect Tariffs
risk to continue to weigh on International business and market
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sentiment at least until U.S mid-term elections.
But a trade war is not the only geopolitical risk to monitor in the
months to come. Indeed, after a period of relative calm, it seems
that political risk is coming back in Europe. The French-German
axis looks to be more fragile than before as Merkel needs to
defend her position within her own coalition (especially on asylum
and immigration). Meanwhile, a tug of war is going to take place
between populist parties which are asking for an end to fiscal
austerity and the smaller Northern states which are unlikely to
offer much concessions. With a new government (see Italexit in
June Perspectives), Italy is emerging as the bloc’s new trouble
maker. Given the makeup of the new Italian government and its
contract for governing, it is difficult to imagine a course of
policy which will not put it on collision course with the EU. For
instance, they could block European integration in vital areas
and possibly even disrupt Brussels’ efforts to mount a united
front in matters such as Russia sanctions, trade deals and the
final phase of Brexit talks. New Italy PM Conte probably wants
the better of two worlds for Italy, i.e some fiscal concession by
the EU while staying in the Euro. The former will be difficult to
achieve without threatening the EU with an “Italexit” and this
precisely what could create some volatility in financial markets.
From a long-term perspective, the rise of populism in Europe
could trigger a paradigm shift from QE/fiscal austerity (which
has been targeting real growth) to fiscal loosening (targeting
nominal growth in a similar way to the US administration).

Currencies outlook
For once, we would like to start the asset
class outlook with currencies. Indeed,
we do believe that the most important
variable to watch in Q3 is the direction
of the dollar. As mentioned earlier, the
strengthening of the greenback in Q2 led to an important asset
class rotation with emerging markets assets (FX, fixed income
and equities) underperforming while U.S. asset classes stayed
insulated. Thus, going forward, it is a key to determine whether
the dollar will continue to adjust or if the dollar weakness
observed in 2017 and Q1 2018 will resume.
For sure, some of the dollar structural headwinds (current account
deficit, budget deficit, political risk, etc.) haven’t disappeared.
Meanwhile, the EU continues to run a very large current account
surplus which means that these euros first need to be recycled
before we can see more euro weakness. Moreover, the soft patch
that was witnessed in the Eurozone in the first half might come
to an end and with inflation moving towards 2.0%, the ECB is
likely to become more dovish.
But what if the “US exceptionalism” observed in Q2 becomes
sustainable? We believe that the following (unexpected)
developments could indeed reinforce this trend:
1. The realization that there is some fundamental drag behind
the sharp deceleration seen in Europe and elsewhere ex-US;

2. A global expansion that would become undermined by one
of numerous factors – e.g a disruptive political and fiscal
crisis in Italy that challenges the integrity of the euro, a
global trade war breaking out, etc.
3. The US administration’s policy on domestic economy having
a larger positive impact on the U.S economy than expected.
Indeed, the consensus view on the Tax bill’s impact was
that it would stimulate aggregate demand in the near term
without structurally changing the economy, hence merely
exacerbating capacity tightness without raising potential
growth or neutral rates. Moreover, it would perversely
worsen the fiscal and current account deficit outlook. While
the positive structural impact of this Tax bill remains to be
proven, the acceleration in Q2 US growth and capex should
be taken as evidence that the sum of the new administration’s
economic policies is succeeding in isolating the US from
whatever might be ailing growth elsewhere.
If the alternative scenario of sustained US exceptionalism does
become the new baseline consensus, there is clearly further
room for the dollar to adjust. Importantly, while having partially
de-priced the prior scenario of synchronized global growth,
markets are still far from being positioned for outright US
exceptionalism.

2.0

The soft patch that was witnessed
in the Eurozone in the first half might
come to an end and with inflation
moving towards 2.0%, the ECB is
likely to become more dovish.
Global Equities outlook
Most of the bearish comments with
regards to equities – and the U.S market
in particular – are based on two postulates:
1) Bull market advance and duration are
way too extended; 2) Equities valuation
are too expensive.
When it comes to the first argument, let’s keep in mind that
bull markets do not die from old age. If history is any guide,
recession and bear markets are generally caused by one of the
following: 1) growing inflation to the point at which the central
bank believes it must stop it; 2) a policy error of some sort or;
3) an exogenous event. As highlighted in the global economic

%

outlook section, there is indeed some inflation but we are still not
at the point where central banks need to intervene too aggressively.
Looking at the U.S market, the economy gets closer to recession
when wages growth reaches a level of 4%. Today’s 2.8% level
suggests we have a long way to go. As shown on the chart on the
next page, the current U.S bull market looks extended both in
terms of magnitude and duration. But U.S real rates are still
negative and the recent pick-up of capital expenditures should
improve productivity rate, keep inflation under control and lead
to gradual Fed tightening. We might thus be closer to the
middle of the business cycle rather than the end which means
that this bull market could have further to go.
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The current U.S equity bull market compared to historical precedents (source: Strategas)

When it comes to the second argument from the bear
(valuations), there are different ways to look at this. First,
valuation is a poor market timing indicator. Second, valuations
should be viewed from an absolute and relative perspective.
One of the major difference between today and previous
market peaks (2000 and 2007) is that U.S earnings have
been revised upward (instead of downward) as shown on the
chart on the next page. Upward revisions are in part due to

the signing of the Tax bill which has been adding roughly 10%
to S&P 500 2018 net income estimates. On a forward basis,
the S&P 500 trades at a P/E of 16.4x, which is far from being
cheap but way below March 2000 forward P/E (24x). On a
trailing P/E basis the S&P 500 trades in-line with historical
average (19.0x). The Shiller (10-year normalized) P/E is one
of the valuation metrics which is much higher than the
historical average (32x versus 27x), probably due to the
earnings recession which took place in 2014-2016.

One of the major difference
between today and previous
market peak is that U.S earnings
have been revised upward.
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US earnings revision (source: Strategas)

Another way to assess the level of expensiveness of the equity
market is to look at the S&P 500 equity risk premium which is
U.S earnings yield (inverted P/E) less the U.S 10-year Treasury

Yield. As shown below, the equity risk premium was negative in
the early 1970s and in the late 1990s. While it is falling today,
it remains positive and well above the long-term average.

S&P Equity Risk Premium (source: Strategas)

When comparing equities and bonds, let’s not forget that the
current equity bull market is often described as the “least loved”
of all time. Indeed, despite the persistently low bond and money
market yields, the “great rotation” from cash & bonds into stocks
has not yet started. Since 2009, there has been $1.9 trillion of

inflows into bond funds whereas the $500 billion inflows into
equity ETFs has been more than offset by the $1.2 trillion
outflows from domestic equity mutual funds. From a contrarian
perspective, such a high level of skepticism on equities by
investors is a sign that we are not yet at market peak.
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Small caps have
performed well in
rising rate regimes
as they are more
levered to better
growth prospects
and are less sensitive
to interest rates due
to smaller dividends
on average.
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U.S equity preferences
In terms of preferences within U.S equities, we continue to
favor U.S small & mid-caps (versus large caps). Small caps have
performed well in rising rate regimes as they are more levered
to better growth prospects and are less sensitive to interest
rates due to smaller dividends on average. Higher domestic
exposure also allows small caps to benefit more from tax cuts,
while being relatively insulated from the negative impact of
potential tariffs and trade tensions. Operating margins for
small caps remain well below pre-crisis peaks in contrast to the
new highs reached by large cap companies, providing room for
improvement. We also note that earnings growth within small
& mid-caps is expected to be way above large caps in Q2
(+46% Y-o-Y for the Russell 2000 versus +17.8% for the S&P
500), while the Russell 2000 next twelve months P/E is 1.4x
the S&P 500 P/E, in-line with historical average.
Within large-caps, we continue to like Energy and Financials
(despite the recent pull-back) as they benefit from tax cuts, tax
reform and regulatory easing. Energy stocks are expected to fill
the performance gap with oil. Within Financials, the two
additional rate hikes expected this year should benefit the
sector. Balance sheets have improved, price to book valuations
are attractive while financial deregulation should boost earnings
and reduce the burden of compliance costs. We expect U.S
banks to deliver better than expected shareholder yield on
higher profitability and rising payouts. The sector should
benefit from tax cuts as well.
Immediate and full expensing of capital spending should prompt
companies to invest in capital expenditures rather than engage
in financial engineering, which should benefit capex-oriented
technology stocks as well as industrials.

We would however stay cautious on the FANGs due to
regulatory scrutiny and expensive valuations. We would also
avoid the “bond proxies” sectors such as Utilities, Telecoms,
Consumer Staples and REITs.
Our sector preferences would thus tilt a US equity portfolio
towards Value over Growth.
International ex-US equities
As mentioned earlier, the US exceptionalism story which has
been developing throughout Q2 could very well be continued.
Exceptionalism will depend on the European economy
momentum, how the US$ strength affects emerging markets
and potential disruptions from the trade dispute. Recent
pullback of international ex-US markets is creating some value
opportunities on the international side but selectivity remains
the name of the game.
When it comes to European equities, we would remain
underweight as we believe that the political risk discount is here
to stay. We are also uncomfortable with the development in
European banks (funding risks due to dollar shortage, exposure
to periphery bonds, etc.) and when it comes to exporters, we
believe that there could be more negative news coming from
Trade discussions.
However we reiterate our positive call on Japan. While earnings
momentum has been slowing in 2018, Japan is the country
with the highest earnings growth expectations for 2019 (see
chart below). Valuations remain attractive (15x forward P/E
which less than historical average), the dividend payout ratio is
comparatively low versus the U.S but is rising. There is a greater
focus on ROE among Japanese corporations, monetary policy is
improving at the margin, the yen is likely to weaken and many
international investors are still underweight this market.

2019 Global earnings growth estimates by region (source: Strategas)
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At the start of the year, Emerging Markets (EM) equities were
seen as the bright spot. With the accelerating EM economic
growth expected to exceed developed economies in the next
few years, EM earnings growth was expected to outpace developed
markets earnings growth while EM valuations were still trading
at a 20-25% discount to developed equities. As already mentioned,
the second quarter has been a perfect storm for emerging markets
as many countries had to deal with weakening currencies and
tightening credit conditions. Going forward, a trigger for
outperformance of global emerging markets could be a
softening of the dollar which would provide a relief for countries
such as Brazil, Turkey or Indonesia. From our point of view, we
believe that investors need to be very selective and avoid countries
with widening current account deficit and rising external debt.
MENA equities – and GCCs in particular – have been an outlier
in the first half of the year. We believe that GCC equities should
stay resilient for the following reasons:
1. No currency risk ($ peg) whereas most Latam & Asia
currencies are in a downtrend.
2. They benefit from rising oil prices (whereas surging oil
price is a clear headwind for most the energy importers).
3. Structural reforms are in place (economic, societal and
capital markets).

4. They have very limited exposure to the US Tariff / Trade
war story.
5. Valuations are cheap in some markets (this is especially the
case of UAE and Dubai in particular).
6. Saudi / Kuwait are benefiting from the MSCI / FTSE index
inclusion story.
7. Current foreign ownership is still extremely low (see below)
– it can only go up.

Foreign ownership of emerging market equities
in % (source: FT)
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Global Fixed Income Outlook
Within fixed income markets, we remain bearish on US sovereigns,
cautious on US High Yield and see scope for gains in selected
EM sovereign debt following the indiscriminating sell-off in Q2.
We think US Treasury yields will struggle to move higher in the
near term after a steady climb that pushed 10-year yields
above 3% in April for the first time since 2014. Longer term,
we expect the upward pressure on US rates to continue. Fiscal
stimulus has reduced the downside risks for US growth while
we think the upside risks for growth and interest rates have
increased. We also think the Fed will continue to raise rates at
a steadier pace than market pricing suggests, while the ECB is
likely to move more slowly given the persistence of low inflation
in the Euro area. We do see risk on EU Periphery bonds on the
back of recent political changes in Italy.
Within credit, the “US exceptionalism” story and emerging
markets sell-off which took place in Q2 has led to a situation
where US High Yield spreads are now trading below USD

Sovereign EM spreads (see chart in the “Q2 review: 10 stories
to remember” article). As a general rule, USD sovereign EM
spreads tend to be lower than US High Yield spreads, mainly
because the EM governments tend to be investment grade
credits, on average 2 or 3 credit notches above US High Yield
corporates. When the relationship happens, it tends to be
short-lived and we would expect this time to be no different.
This is one of the reason we would consider adding to Emerging
Markets Debt in Q3 as a tactical increase exposure. It is highly
possible to see spread widening in both sectors but we would
expect to see EM sovereign debt outperform US High Yield if
such scenario does materialize.
In this context of rising interest rates and increased volatility, fixed
income investors need to favor a flexible investment approach
and think outside the box. For example, we continue to see
value in strategies such as Trade Finance which has a positive
sensitivity to interest rates and still offer decent spreads.

We think US Treasury yields will struggle to
move higher in the near term after a steady
climb that pushed 10-year yields above 3%
in April for the first time since 2014.
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Commodities outlook
At the start of 2018, we mention Commodities as our main contrarian call for
this year pointing out that it was probably the only “cheap” asset remaining at
this stage of the cycle. Despite the rise of the dollar in Q2, commodities have
been doing well although most of the performance has been coming from
energy prices – mainly oil. Going forward, we remain positive on the asset
class although some pullback could be expected in the short-run.
With US interest rates increasing and given the strength of the
dollar, it is not unsurprising to see Gold and Silver weakening.
Precious metals could rebound in case of a pullback of the dollar
or in case of a “flight to safety” driven by unexpected events.
Macro-fundamentals remain positive for industrial metals but
the weakness of the Chinese currency could put some shortterm pressure on Copper, Aluminum and other metals.
Crude and Brent oil will be the key commodities to watch in
the upcoming quarter. As mentioned in our recent publications,
we do believe that the oil price risk is skewed on the upside.
Indeed, US oil output continues to surge but not quick enough
to fill the void in the global oil market. The situation is very
different than in 2014-2016. Global economic recovery is
pushing oil demand upward while the adoption of electric cars
has been slower than expected. The state of global supply is
precarious at best and in the worst condition since the Arab
uprising 7 years ago. The compliance with the OPEC+
agreement limiting production has been better than expected.
Meanwhile, global energy capital expenditures have been
collapsing (-52% between 2014 and 2017) and oil production
is falling in Venezuela, Angola, Libya and Nigeria. There is
basically no spare capacity, at a time when Iran is facing U.S
sanctions. The oil market is thus expected to move into deficit

in Q3 2018 (instead of surplus). At the OPEC meeting which
took place at the end of June, Saudi Arabia announced they
intend to boost production to a record 10.8mmb/d, an increase
of nearly 1 million barrels per day from the Kingdom’s current
10.03mmb/d output. But this increase in supply agreed by
OPEC and its allies was primarily intended to offset production
losses in Venezuela, Libya and Angola. But the gap they’re
filling will grow again when US sanctions on Iran take effect in
November. The market reaction reflected these fears as Brent
oil prices closed near the $80 after a brief decline. While this
$80 could be seen as a red line by Donald Trump (as illustrated
by one of his tweets), the options available to limit the upside
seem limited at this stage. Even if OPEC and Russia compensate
for the additional 1.5-2 million barrel-a-day loss, the market
will still be “finely balanced” in 2019, as mentioned by the IEA said.
By the end of next year, the buffer of spare capacity could
diminish to the lowest in three years, the agency predicts. Low
reserves pose a significant risk to the security of global energy
markets in the event of sudden and unexpected increases in
demand or supply. The solution to limit the price increase could
come from the U.S as the Trump administration could either
lower sanctions on Iran or use the U.S strategic reserves. We
stay near-term positive on oil prices.

Saudi Arabia announced that
they intend to boost production
to a record 10.8mmb/d, an
increase of nearly 1 million
barrels per day from the
Kingdom’s current
10.03mmb/d output.
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2018 Outlook:
Global Asset
Allocation
Asset Allocation (one year time horizon)
Going forward, we remain long-term bullish on the economy
and risk assets. We believe that the global economy is closer
to the middle of the business cycle than the end as growing
capital expenditures should lead to stronger productivity.
That being said, it should not prevent markets to stay volatile
in the medium-term – we could very well see the S&P trading
similarly than in 1984 or 1994 when the index stayed range
bound while earnings were growing at 20%.
As shown in the asset allocation matrix on the next page,
equities and real assets remain our preferred asset classes.
We expect moderate but positive returns for equities in 2018,
as the asset class will have to digest higher bond yields as the
year progresses. As highlighted in the equities preference
section, we favor US small & mid-caps and Japan, recommend
some selectivity in Emerging markets and remain negative on
European equities.

We recommend to be underweight in Fixed
Income. We are bearish on US government bonds.
We believe the market is underpricing the pace of
future Fed rate hikes. More broadly, the risk of
more fiscal expansion, discussions about the
potential for the Fed to adopt a higher inflation
target and the risks around the slowdown in
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global QE flows all suggest the need for a higher
risk premium in government bonds. We continue
to believe that spreads (Credit, EM debt) will
outperform Government bonds. That being said,
we are approaching the point in the economic
cycle when credit spreads have historically started
to widen and we think we are more likely than not
to reach an inflection point in 2018. Spread
widening has been taking place in Emerging
markets during Q2 and we believe that EM debt
should outperform US corporates in the near
term. Last but not least, our negative view on
Sovereigns include European issuers.
Within Real assets & Illiquids, we are constructive on real
estate and commodities. We do believe that hedge funds will
deliver better returns going forward as they should take
advantage of the rise in volatility and a more selective context.
Private equity has become overcrowded with the amount of
“dry powder” reaching record levels.
On the currency side, we believe there is still some upside on
the dollar. Emerging currencies correction has been extreme
and some consolidation is expected. The Swiss Franc can be
used as a portfolio diversifier, i.e. it should do relatively well in
case of market turmoil.

Asset Allocation Matrix

Bullish

Neutral

Bearish

US Small & Mid Caps
US Large Caps
Japan

Emerging Markets

UK
Europe

Underweight

Trade Finance

Emerging Markets
Debt/Investment Grade
Credit/High Yield

Sovereigns

Overweight

Real Estate
Industrial Metals
Hedge Funds

Precious Metals
Energy
Agriculture
Private Equity

US $

EM Local
Swiss Franc

Overweight
Stocks

Fixed Income

Real Estate/
Liquid Assets

Cash

Yen
Euro
British Pound

We are approaching the point in the
economic cycle when credit spreads have
historically started to widen and we think
we are more likely than not to reach an
inflection point in 2018.
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Special Focus:
A strong first half
of the year for the
Al Mal Mena
Equity Fund
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As mentioned in the first part of our monthly publication, the S&P Pan Arab
Index was one of the best performing benchmark during the first half of the year.
The strong performance of our regional equity markets didn’t come as a surprise
to us. As our regular readers might remember, at the start of 2018 we presented
our positive outlook for the region, which was based on the following thesis:
1. From fiscal consolidation to fiscal support: while the last
few years were a period of fiscal austerity for the region,
firmer oil prices now enable most GCC countries to loosen
their fiscal stance. Government spending is what matters in
the short-run in the region and our view was for the context
to improve despite VAT. As we will talk in detail in the next
article, this is indeed one of the most important stories for
the region in 2018;
2. Reforms: while the oil crash in 2014-2016 brought
economic turmoil in the region, it also acted as a wake-up
call for most MENA governing bodies and triggered a
massive wave of economic, societal and capital markets
reforms. While many were skeptical about the willingness
and ability of MENA decision makers to implement these
reforms, the pace and breadth of restructuring is actually
surprising most investors on the upside. Despite the recent
oil price surge, these reforms continue unabated and act as
a tailwind for investors’ sentiment;
3. Index inclusion: 2018 was expected to be the year where
Saudi and MENA equity markets finally pop on the radar of
international asset allocators with an expected positive
In addition to the aforementioned positives, another recent
development has been acting as a tailwind for the region. Indeed,
the second quarter was a perfect storm for many emerging
markets with countries such as Brazil and Turkey being down
-30% over the quarter in $ terms. In this context, MENA
equities – and Saudi Arabia in particular – have almost been
seen as a ‘safe heaven’ by many global asset allocators. At a
time where many emerging markets are suffering from
depreciating local currencies, rising dollar external debt,
deteriorating current account position (due to rising oil prices)
and high valuation levels, many of our regional markets are
exhibiting the opposite picture. Indeed, the dollar-peg protects
investors against the risk of weakening local currencies, GCC

decision on the future inclusion of Saudi and Kuwaiti
markets in the MSCI and FTSE indices. Again, there were
some doubts regarding the ability for Saudi capital market
authorities to be ready on time. But Saudi gained FTSE
emerging markets status at the end of March and MSCI
announced Saudi upgrade to their Emerging markets index
in June. As expected, the Saudi (and Kuwait) inclusion news
is grabbing the attention of international asset allocators
and has triggered the start of a virtuous circle of increasing
foreign ownership, rising liquidity, valuations adjustment
and improving corporate governance;
4. Valuations: 2017 proved to be an exceptional year for
Global Emerging Markets but a very mediocre one for
Middle East equities. The dichotomy of performance was
not fully justified by fundamentals and this has led MENA
equities to trade at valuation levels which were attractive
both on an absolute and relative basis. Indeed, as highlighted
in January 2018, the market was cheaper than when oil
prices were 20% lower. Markets tend to mean-revert and
the valuation gap versus other Global Emerging markets
have been progressively adjusting over the last few months.
countries are benefiting from the rising oil prices and the
idiosyncratic stories mentioned earlier. Last but not least,
foreign ownership is at very low levels and basically can only go
up. Thus, it is no surprise to see that at the end of June Saudi
Arabia has been the best performing ‘liquid’ emerging market in
2018 while MENA is by far the best performing emerging if not
global region. As highlighted in the first article of this edition of
Perspectives, the S&P Pan Arab is even outperforming the
Nasdaq and the Russell in the first half of the year.
Below, we look in detail at the regional returns within MENA
during the first half of the year as well as the performance of
our flagship fund, Al Mal Mena Equities Fund.

At the end of June Saudi Arabia has been the best
performing liquid emerging market in 2018 while
MENA is by far the best performing emerging if not
global region.
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H1 and Q2 Market review for MENA equities
As shown on the chart below, most GCC markets ended the
first half of the year in positive territory on the back of better
growth prospects, firmer oil prices, re-valuation of many
undervalued stories and Saudi Arabia – the GCC largest market
– on its way to become part of large indices such as the MSCI
and FTSE. Tunisia – a very small weight in the S&P Pan Arab
index – has so far been the best performing market in 2018.
Within the larger index weights, Saudi Arabia is leading with a
gain of almost 18% at mid-year. A pick-up in foreign flows and
renewed interest from local retail investors ahead of the MSCI
inclusion announcement explains this strong move which has
pushed Tadawul index valuation to demanding levels (more on

this later). While Egypt was a strong performer in Q1, the second
quarter proved to be more challenging as the global emerging
market turmoil triggered some profit taking; Egypt equities are
actually down in Q2 (-5.3%), exhibiting some correlation with
the struggling Global Emerging Markets index. Among the GCC
markets, UAE equities were the worst performers in Q2 (-5.1%)
and are down by roughly the same percentage year to date.
Most of the weakness came from Dubai (down -16% year to
date) which is suffering from outflows being reinvested into the
Saudi markets as well as the negative investor sentiment
towards real estate stories. Some local corporate governance
issues (Abraaj, DSI) have been weighing on risk appetite as well.

H1 and Q2 2018 returns MENA equities by country (in $)
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In terms of sector performance, large-cap GCC Banks provided a big boost to the overall markets with more than 20% aggregate
returns followed by Materials and Telecom sectors. On the other hand, the Real Estate sector (particularly in Dubai) remained
the biggest drag for the markets followed by Insurance, Consumer and Diversified Financials sectors.
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Saudi Arabia is leading with a gain
of almost

%
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GCC Banks provided a big boost to the
overall markets with more than
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aggregate return

Over the last 12 months, the
Saudi market advanced by
~+22% which can be divided
into a ~16% multiple expansion
and ~7% earnings’ growth.
Al Mal Mena Equities Fund is up +10% in the first half of 2018
After a very strong first quarter of 2018 where Al Mal Mena Equities Fund was
up +12.4% (versus +7.2% for the benchmark), the fund gave up some of its
gains in the second quarter retreating by -1.5% over the period (against a
gain of +2.2% for the benchmark).
There are two main reasons behind our underperformance during
the second quarter: first our overweight in Egypt and second
our underweight in some of the large cap names in Saudi.
While we benefited from the strong performance of Egypt
throughout 2017 and during the first quarter of this year,
the correction which took place in the second quarter had a
negative contribution to our relative and absolute
performance. Egypt was our second largest allocation
(behind Saudi) and while most of our core holdings
performed relatively well compared to Egypt’s main index,
they underperformed against the S&P Pan Arab over the
period under review.
Entering the second quarter, Saudi was our largest country
exposure in the Fund. As we have highlighted in the past, our
approach is high-conviction bottom-up fundamental analysis
which means that we do not build our portfolios based on
country or sector considerations. As such, our exposure to the
Saudi name was not driven by MSCI/FTSE index inclusion
consideration or their weight within the benchmark, but rather
by their fundamental attractiveness. Since the MSCI watch
list announcement in June 2017, Saudi Arabia has enjoyed a
strong “beta” rally which has mainly been benefiting the large

weights, as the vast majority of foreign flows are directed
towards these names. Over the last 12 months, the Saudi market
advanced by ~+22% which can be divided into a ~16% multiple
expansion (the current trailing P/E of 18.8x is 15% higher that
long-term average) and ~7% earnings’ growth (which largely
came from banks and petrochemicals). We do believe that the
beta rally we are currently witnessing in Saudi Arabia is on its
final leg. Indeed, current valuation levels will be very hard to
digest even by foreign investors, unless we see double-digit
earnings growth – which looks unlikely from our point of view.
As a reminder, Pakistan went up +40% after the inclusion by
MSCI index but the market was trading at a P/E of 10x and
earnings were growing at 20%. However, this is not the case
in Saudi. We believe most of the Saudi large caps have an
upside potential of 10% at best while the downside risk
could be as high as 30%. The focus of the Fund has thus
been on some mid-cap names with strong fundamentals and
attractive valuations. While this positioning has been detrimental
to relative performance in Q2, we continue to believe that this
fundamental approach will ultimately bear fruits.
On the following pages we look into more details at some of
our key calls and new additions to the portfolio during the
second quarter.
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Some of our key calls in Q2
EK HOLDING
After 3 years of restructuring, EK Holdings (EKH) started to reap the benefits with recurring income
expected to reach USD 107 million in 2018 from USD 70 million in 2017. The company also has a
very strong balance sheet which allowed it to increase dividend payments by 60%. EKH provides
exposure to Egypt’s booming gas and energy sectors and is currently focusing on consolidating
its operations across six pillars and target USD250-USD300 in net earnings over the next 3-5 years. A major catalyst will
be gas discoveries in their Sinai concession which can add another USD 1.0 value per share (~2.0x current price) at 1 trillion
cubic feet P1 gas reserves. We see very limited downside from here with ~5.0% dividend yield and 9.5x and 6.3x 2018 P/E and
EV/ EBITDA, with a net cash position of USD 250mn (22% of Market cap).
Going forward, we believe there is even more value to be unlocked in the name given higher expected fertilizer prices, newly
signed gas concession with the Egyptian government and a net cash/short term investment position of 16.7 cents per
share (20% of EKH market capitalization).

SAUDI BANKS
A theme we have favored and will
continue to be exposed to is the
Saudi banking sector. Al Rajhi
Bank is the largest Islamic bank
in Saudi Arabia (and MENA) with a market share of c40%
in Saudi retail. The bank is well positioned to capture growth
in national employment especially women (credit cards, loans,
mortgage, auto). With 90%+ deposits being CASA (nonInterest bearing), net interest margins will improve as interest
rates move up (the Bank’s profitability came under pressure in
the low rate environment). Rajhi Bank stock is strongly
benefiting from Saudi Arabia joining Emerging Market
benchmarks and the ensuing large passive inflows.
Another large bank, SAMBA is geared to the corporate sector.
It enjoys the lowest LTD (loan to deposit) ratio in the sector
at 69%, while NIB contribution is above-average at 63.0%
of total deposits. Corporate loans (84% of total loans) are
floating interest rate loans which allows for the quick repricing in response to interest rate activity. A solid deposit
franchise, conservative balance sheet, nimble treasury and
low historic earnings volatility argues strongly for Samba as
a core banking sector exposure in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
SAUDI KAYAN
There are a couple of deleveraging ideas within the
petrochemical space. One of them is Saudi Kayan – the
ethylene cracker struggled for several years but has now
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stabilized and is enjoying healthy utilization rates. We believe
the company can generate EBITDA of around SAR 5.5bn, at
95% capacity utilization given higher spreads and stable
crude oil prices. When accounting for interest expense and
maintenance capex the company generates a free cash flow of
around SAR 3bn which can be utilized to repay the debt. At
current valuations of EV/EBITDA 7.5x, the stock can add 1617% in market cap every year just by deleveraging. Another
leg of growth can come from multiple expansion, as the
company is now in much better shape with stable operations
which reduces the risk premium.
ALUJAIN
Alujain is another example of deep value pick in the sector,
Alujain has a 57% stake in NATPET (polypropylene producer)
with 400k ton capacity (this is the primary contributor to
its bottom line). Despite holding a significant stake (57%)
in NATPET, Alujain has lost the control and had to
deconsolidate and now treat it as an equity investment for
accounting purpose.
We believe that production can go up to 380-390 thousand
tons. However, Alujain’s new board is very keen to inject
some cash and increase the production to even higher
levels. Once this utilization level is reached the margins should
go up exponentially due to huge operating leverage. The
company is trading at an EV per ton of SAR 9.8k vs SAR 18.5k
for advanced petrochemicals (another propylene producer).
We believe this gap should close once the utilization level
goes up and once we get more clarity on management control.

OOREDOO OMAN

ALUMINUM BAHRAIN

Ooredoo is one of the two telecom
players in Oman. After the Omantel
transaction with Zain Kuwait, our
assumption was for the regulator to
delay or possibly even cancel the entry of a third operator. Barriers
to entry would ease competition as well as allow the existing
companies to retain their market share; this view turned out to be
true. The company has been able to maintain their profitability
post cancellation of the third license in Oman and was able to
maintain its dividend for 2017 which implies a dividend yield
of 8.8%. Recently, Ooredoo has introduced a mobile number
portability service to business customers enabling them to switch
their operators while keeping their existing numbers.

Aluminum Bahrain is the only
listed aluminum smelter in the
MENA region and is planning to
increase its capacity by 50% in
the next 2 years. The company generates an EBITDA per ton
of USD 438 which is higher than the market thanks to an
efficiency program under the name of “Project Titan”. The
program helps the company to reduce the cash cost per ton
by USD 100 and with new capacity addition and further
efficiency realization we expect the EBITDA per ton to
reach USD 490. We have recently exited the position for two
reasons: 1) The stock reached its target price; 2) the weakness
in Aluminum-Alumina spreads.

Our fundamental approach should continue to pay off going forward
We would like to end this quarterly review by highlighting the
very decent absolute and relative performance of the Fund since
we reshaped the team and strategy in early 2017.
Indeed, since January 2017, the fund is up +28.2% (after fees
and unlevered) against +8.8% for the benchmark, an alpha of
almost 20%. It is important to note that throughout this period
the active share of the Fund has been very high (70-80%) despite

being invested in the better liquidity names while maintaining a
very reasonable ex-post tracking error (around 6%).
While past returns are never a guarantee of future results, we
continue to believe that our bottom-up, deep fundamental
research and high conviction approach investing into a region
full of alpha opportunities will produce attractive returns in the
medium to long-run.

Al Mal MENA equities Fund versus S&P Pan Arab index from January 2017 to June 2018
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Middle East
Equities:
Moving into the
right direction
At the start of 2017, we shared with our clients our
optimistic view on MENA markets. Our call was definitely
contrarian as we were fully aware about the difficult
macroeconomic situation created by low oil prices and
the ensuing fiscal consolidation weighing on consumer and
business sentiment in the region.
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Our positive view was actually based on two key drivers:
1. The macro and geopolitical situation aside, the MENA region
is full of cheap, profitable and well-managed companies.
Given the inefficient nature of our regional markets and the
heavy risk premium they trade on, astute investors can buy
these companies at a very attractive price and generate very
attractive returns;
2. The Oil crash which took place in 2014-2015 should be seen
not as a risk but rather as a once-in a life time opportunity for
the region to reinvent itself. Over the last few years, regional
leaders have started implementing major economic, capital
market and societal reforms. Which should ultimately help
MENA to move to a “post-Oil era” with a much more diversified
economy and capital markets.
A cyclical / short-term catalyst was obviously the missing part

of the story and it was thus not a surprise to see MENA equities
go flat in 2017, effectively underperforming global equities by
22% last year. However, the “alpha” story was valid and enabled
Al Mal Mena Equity Fund to return over 17% (net of fees and
unlevered) in 2017, an absolute performance which was actually
in line with U.S equities.
As we entered into 2018, our view was that while 2017 was the
year of alpha, 2018 could very well be a year of “alpha” and
“beta”. As highlighted in the previous sections, the S&P Pan
Arab had a strong first half of the 2018 with double-digit gains,
outperforming the vast majority of world equity markets.
Looking forward, we believe that the best is yet to come. As we
see at least 5 main reasons for global and regional asset
allocators to look at MENA equities in a much more positive
way than in recent times.

Reason #1: Structural reforms are for real
Over the last decade, the Middle East has been navigating
through what can almost be considered as a perfect storm: the
2008 global crisis, 2010 Dubai meltdown, the Arab spring, the
2014-2015 oil crash, nearly constant geopolitical tensions, the
Egypt pound collapse, the Qatar blockage, etc. All of these
stories impacted both business and consumer sentiment.
There is a silver lining though – with every crisis comes an
opportunity. Indeed, with growth prospects being lower relative to
historical standards, MENA (and in particular GCC) governments
understand that it is paramount to accelerate the structural
reform agenda. By moving toward a new growth model that
promotes diversification and private sector development. In this
context, governments in the region have started to implement
a set of significant economic, social and political reforms.
While we were expecting some critical improvements, we have
been truly impressed by the pace of reforms as we do see evidence
(almost on a weekly basis) about changes being implemented.
In the UAE, new measures focusing on making business easier
to conduct were announced in Q2. The new measures include more
lenient visa rules (which should support tourism and universities
in the country), lowering registration and operating costs while
relaxing business ownership rules. The structural reforms are
combined with some cyclical support as Abu Dhabi is loosening
fiscal policy with a AED 50bn fiscal stimulus plan which could
boost GDP by roughly 1% in the next 3 years (see reason#2).
In Saudi Arabia, the willingness to reform the country has been
phenomenal since the oil crisis. The Saudi 2030 Vision, the
National Transformation Plan, NEOM economic zone project, Saudi
women empowerment, the opening of capital markets, Saudi
Aramco IPO, Saudi women driving, etc., should radically transform
the regional landscape and move the MENA region from being
Oil dependent to a much more diversified economic model.

For sure, there have been some delays in implementation. For
instance, we still don’t have clarification on the timing of Saudi
Aramco IPO. Among the six GCC countries, which had originally
planned the VAT implementation in 2018, only two – UAE and
Saudi - did so. While, Bahrain and Oman have indicated they
will do so in 2019, unless they choose to follow Kuwait which
delayed it until 2021.
Another question mark is the consequences of these reforms on
the broader economy. Indeed, many reforms linked to nationalization
policies and foreign workforce might have some unexpected
short and long-term impacts on the GCC economies. Let’s keep
in mind that some of the initiatives currently being pursued are not
only unprecedented in the context of GCC, but also the world.
For instance, the cost of the Saudization policies will not burden
the government, but rather private sector firms which have been
asked to employ more Saudi workers. This is increasing the
likelihood that these companies observe their payroll costs
rising further. On the other hand, the higher wages being earned
should theoretically benefit large parts of the Saudi economy,
particularly the retail sector. What is yet to be determined is
what the “net” impact is. In our view, Saudization might very well
be the local equivalent to a drastic hike in the minimum wage.
We would also point out the important role that foreign labor has
played in the long-term economic development of Saudi Arabia
and the wider GCC. Due to the implementation of the new
Saudization policies, there is a growing threat that the population
not only stops expanding, but actually begins to contract in the
face of expats losing their jobs. It has already been the case of
Oman, where the levels of expat employment have been dropping.
Causing some ripple effects through a range of industries such
as real estate and durable goods (e.g. automobiles).
That being said, we continue to believe that the implementation
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of economic reforms is a strong tailwind for the GCC and broader
MENA equity story. Another opportunity for active equity fund
managers comes from the fact that we are not necessarily
witnessing a ‘synchronized recovery’ unfolding across the entire
economy, but rather, selective outperformance by sectors. The
variation in recovery requires a thorough understanding of the
likely trajectory of domestic economic policy and its implications

on the various sectors and companies. As mentioned in the recent
“Lighthouse” research report, the thesis of being positive on Saudi
because of the reform story is increasingly difficult to justify, as
many of the reforms being introduced have significant tradeoffs.
The prospect of opportunity is precisely what makes the MENA
equity investment universe even more interesting.

Reason #2: An improving macro picture
As mentioned earlier, the “cyclical macro” component was a
missing piece of the puzzle last year but it looks like the outlook
for the MENA region is brightening, notwithstanding geopolitical
risks, as higher oil prices provide liquidity into the system,
reduce imbalances in oil exporters’ economies and provides

governments the means to boost their spending. A decline in
budget break-even oil prices across the GCC countries in recent
years is expected to give regional governments the ability to
rein in potential future deficits and bring about fiscal stability
(see chart below with fiscal breakeven oil price by country).

Fiscal breakeven oil price by country vs. average Brent Crude price
GCC’s budget breakdown oil prices on decline
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Fiscal break-even oil prices are defined as the minimum oil prices
needed to meet the spending commitments of oil-exporting
countries while balancing their budgets.
Prior to the collapse of oil prices, fiscal break-even oil prices
were rising rapidly in GCC countries, reflecting the substantial
increase in government spending. But, a number of proactive
measures by governments have been taken in recent years to lower
fiscal breakeven oil price. The new measures include government
spending cuts and the mobilisation of nonhydrocarbon revenue.
Additional adjustment in 2018 will focus on the mobilisation of
nonhydrocarbon revenues, including higher fees and charges, the
introduction of value-added tax in early 2018 and privatisation.
The steady rise in oil prices this year have also been instrumental
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in the GCC’s improved macro outlook. First, prices provide
added ammunition to loosen fiscal policy. In fact, budgets
released by some GCC states for fiscal 2018 confirm a rise –
rather than decline – in spending. For instance, total expenditure
in Saudi Arabia’s 2018 budget is projected at $261 billion, the
largest ever in the Kingdom’s history. Oman’s 2018 assumes
expenditures of $32.5 billion, up a steep 6.8 per cent on 2017.
Moreover, the rise in oil prices is also strengthening the GCC’s
external position, resulting (for most GCC countries) in a
stabilization in forex reserves. In the case of Saudi Arabia, the
current account is now back in surplus (forecast 5-6% of GDP)
after posting two consecutive years of deficits. The stronger
external position should eventually lead to a resumption of
banking sector deposit growth and a corresponding improvement

in banking sector liquidity.
Overall, the GCC’s GDP is expected to grow around 2.5 per cent
this year, up from 0.1 per cent last year. Also, with OPEC increasing
oil production, GDP growth is expected to accelerate further for
oil exporters this year and in 2019. The recovery in non-oil
business activity should help as well.
Beyond the GCC, there are various reasons to be positive about
Egypt, as already mentioned in previous reports. In June, Egypt
announced fuel, water and electricity price hikes which came in
slightly below sligthly below expectations due to the fiscal
position in FY 17/18 being better than expected, despite sharply
increased borrowing costs and higher oil prices. We continue to
believe that inflation will come below consensus, paving the
way for the Egypt Central Bank to continue its easing cycle by
the end of September. Several rate cuts should be positive for
indebted companies and should boost CapEx towards 18e, with
real GDP growth expected to exceed 5% for the next few years.
Despite all the positive points mentioned above, not everything
is rosy in terms of the MENA region’s macro fundamentals.
In Saudi Arabia, a handful of data points suggest more persistent
weakness in the non-oil economy. The downtrend in the monthly
PMI survey has continued into H1 2018, with the headline
reading ‘hitting a record low in April before rebounding slightly
in May’. There is also some alarming news coming from companies.
Early July, a Saudi fashion retailer disclosed a terrible set of
results for the quarter, suggesting that the pain on consumer
discretionary spending could be much more severe than
thought. Still in Saudi, sales of cement have been declining in
year-on-year terms for 25 consecutive months. Between

January-April of this year sales were -11.5% lower compared
to January-April of 2017, which suggests that the Saudi
construction sector will remain weak.
The case of Bahrain also needs to be monitored. While the
Kingdom’s GDP growth is expected to accelerate in 2018
(between +3% and +4%), Bahrain’s currency and bonds were
the focus of intense speculation in June after concerns
resurfaced about the Kingdom’s ability to refinance its
obligations in the context of its large fiscal deficits and debt
levels. The Bahraini dinar sold off to reach a 17-year low against
the US dollar. Meanwhile, the Kingdom’s main CDS on five-year
debt climbed to a near 10-year high of 571 bps. The pressure
prompted the central bank to reaffirm its commitment to the
US dollar peg. Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Kuwait pledged to
support Bahrain, leading to a rebound in the market – although
the timing and size of this support package has not been
announced. The situation of Bahrain is obviously important to
monitor as speculation about de-pegging could have spillover
effects across the region.
Overall, there remains some considerable macro and geopolitical
risks in the region, but the aggregated picture has been
improving. Unlike many places in the world, the MENA region is
at an early stage of recovery and this is precisely the stage of
the business cycle which usually leads to strong equity market
performance. In the case of GCC countries, there is a caveat
though: the interest rates cycle is anchored to the U.S. which
means that the regional macroeconomic recovery is not
benefiting from any monetary policy boost – quite the opposite.
But for the time being, the effect of rising interest rates has been
more than offset by the beneficial effects of firmer oil prices.

Reason #3: Attractive valuations
Despite the very decent performance recorded in the first half of the year, valuations for MENA equities remain compelling. With
the exception of Saudi Arabia, the 2019 P/E for GCC markets trade at a discount to the MSCI Emerging Markets. Also, some
markets, such as Dubai, are amongst the cheapest in the world.
The same relative attractiveness can be observed when looking at the PEG ratio (see charton the next page)

MENA markets 2018 PE and EPS growth
2018e
P/E (x)

2019e
P/E (x)

2019 EPS
growth (%)

2019 PEG
(x)

UAE

9.9x

8.8x

12.3x

0.7x

Saudi Arabia

15.7x

13.8x

13.9x

1.0x
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11.0x

10.9x

8.7x

1.3x

Kuwait

13.0x

11.1x

17.0x

0.7x

Oman

7.5x

6.6x

14.6x

0.4x

Egypt

10.8x

9.8x

14.4x

0.7x

Global Emerging Markets

12.3x

11.1x

10.8x

1.0x
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Reason #4: MENA as a destination of capital
One of our key thesis over the last 18 months has been MENA
equities finally getting to the radar of international asset
allocators. At this stage, our regional markets are almost nonexistent on most global asset allocation grids prepared by
international banks, insurance, family offices or sovereigns.
Thin liquidity, difficulties to access capital markets, the small
number of dedicated ETFs/funds, the lack of IPOs and very
small weightage in the main indices are mentioned as the main
reasons for this absence.
Part of the reforms being implemented by Saudi and other
countries in the region are targeting improved access to regional
capital markets by international investors. While the region is
mainly known by international investors as a source of capital,
the goal is now for MENA to be seen as a destination of capital
as well.
The inclusion of major markets such as Saudi Arabia in large
international equity indices is a major step. From this
perspective, the announcement at the end of June by MSCI
that Saudi Arabia will be included in their Emerging Markets
index in 2 phases (May’19 and Aug’19) is a key milestone to
achieving the ambitious agenda of Saudi authorities. Weighting
will be around 2.4% and 32 companies are eligible for inclusion.
Estimated passive inflows from MSCI could total around $9.5
billion. In the first half of the year, foreign investors have prepositioned with just $3.5 billion of inflows vs. an expected $3040bn in the next 18-24 months. Total foreign ownership in

Saudi stands at just 1.8%, which is the lowest within global
emerging markets.
Meanwhile, Kuwait has been added to the watch list for a
potential upgrade to EM status. The decision date has been set
for June 2019 with implementation in May 2020, if favorable.
The country would have 6 stocks at a weight of c.36bps in the
EM index, which should translate into roughly USD 1.4bn of
inflows.
The inclusion of Saudi Arabia into the major indices can also
accelerate the IPO date of Saudi Aramco and the launch of
other flagship IPOs. It could also incentivize more MENA
companies to be part of these indices.
The bottom-line is that global financial centers such as New
York, London & Tokyo can no longer ignore our region. With a
combined index weight (including Aramco) that could be as
high as 7%, the MENA equities region will be comparable to
mainstream emerging markets such as India or Latin America.
Most international asset allocators (Pension funds, insurance,
banks, etc.) are driven by indices and liquidity.
As the main countries of the MENA region finally get included
in the main indices, passive and active flows will progressively
be directed towards our region. Which will increase liquidity,
enhance company and market governance while normalizing
valuations. The downside though is that the Middle East might
start to correlate more with movements of global equities.

Reason #5: Alpha opportunities
While the “beta” story is expected to take shape this year, we
continue to believe the region remains full of alpha opportunities
for at least two reasons. First, the major economic and societal
transition the region is going through should create a meaningful
performance gap between winners and losers. As mentioned
earlier, the structural reforms which are being implemented are
creating major disruptions in various sectors within the GCCs
– astute managers are well positioned to take advantage of this

new paradigm. Second, our regional markets remain relatively
inefficient due to the high retail investors’ participation and the
lack of research coverage. Even if the increasing foreign
participation is expected to rebalance the institutional / retail
participation rate over time, the access to information will remain
challenging. While the trend towards passive investing remains
strong from a global perspective, active management should be
favored in the MENA region.

Investment conclusion and some key calls for third quarter
As highlighted above, we remain very constructive on MENA
equities on a medium and long-term basis. With oil stabilizing
around USD 60-70, the region has entered into a “sweet spot”:
the oil price is still not high enough to slow down structural
reforms but the recent oil recovery allows the GCC governments
to relax their austerity programs.
Decent valuation levels, structural reforms, cyclical improvement
and the relative attractiveness of the region for international
asset allocators ($-peg, positive correlation to oil prices) should
continue to support MENA equities going forward.
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For sure, there remain some risks in the region. Besides
geopolitics, the fact that regional central banks are forced to
follow the steps of the Fed and raise rates despite being at an
earlier stage of the business cycle is another risk to monitor.
But overall, we believe that most of these risks are already
priced by the markets. Thus, we expect further gains ahead.
However, we believe that the market will become more selective
in the near-term as some segments of the market (e.g. Saudi
large caps) now look over-extended.
Below, we share some of our favorite positions within the fund.

National Bank of Kuwait
NBK is the largest bank in Kuwait at
around 30% market share with assets
over a well-diversified loan book. NBK
is best geared to capitalize on
infrastructure spending in Kuwait. Under this increasing interest
rate environment around 60-70% of the deposits are in CASA
(Current account and savings). While 67% of the total loan
book is with corporates which will be repriced immediately on
any increase in the interest rates. The Central Bank of Kuwait
has been very prudent on its loan book and drives the
provisioning policy for the banks, which from our point of view
has been highly conservative. Causing a huge build-up in the
NPL (Non-performing loans) coverage ratio which currently
stands at 274% of NPL. While we do not believe that there will
be any release from the provisions, the provisioning should
slightly slow down. We expect the cost of risk to go back to
90bps in 2018 vs. 110bps in 2017 due to a one-off provisioning
done in preparation for implementation of IFRS 9. The bank is
trading at a price to book of 1.6x with a tangible ROE of 15%.

NBK is the largest bank in Kuwait
at around 30% market share with
assets over a well-diversified
loan book.
NMC Healthcare
NMC recently formed a Joint-Venture
with GOSI, the pension fund in Saudi
Arabia. The platform will bring in existing
assets of NMC Saudi & of National
Medical Care (CARE), creating the second largest private
healthcare player in the Kingdom by bed capacity. The JV will have
a strong foothold in Riyadh as well as in multiple small underserved
cities, benefiting from economies of scale. It is expected to
unlock considerable synergies across its facilities in the process.
The transaction values the 39% stake in CARE at a price of SAR
70/share, an attractive 2018E EV/EBITDA multiple of less than
15x. This vehicle will serve as the main vehicle of future expansion
for NMC in Saudi Arabia. It will seek to take majority - as well
as minority - stakes in healthcare operators (organic and
inorganic investments), along with acquiring O&M contracts to
manage private and government sector hospitals in the country.
GOIS’s local market knowledge and strategic position as a long
term financial investor will position the company to be a dominant
healthcare player, capitalizing on the health care privatization
program in line with the country’s Vision 2030 initiatives.

The second largest private
healthcare player in the Kingdom
by bed capacity.

Emaar Properties
The Dubai property sector has slowed down substantially,
Emaar stock price is at x dirhams, which is down 37% (dividend
included) from its 52-week high. However, we believe it is
pricing in most of the negative news. Our stress-tested sum of
the parts valuation (which included UAE development, Emaar
Malls as well as Saudi, Egypt & Turkish units) suggests a fair
amount of upside potential. Thus, we have initiated a small
position and intend to build on weakness.

Our stress-tested sum-of-the parts
valuation suggests a fair amount of
upside potential.
Banque Saudi Fransi
As the large cap banks rallied on MSCI
inclusion news and enthusiasm, the
premium of the sector has widened
significantly versus the rest of the
market. But there have been some local market discrepancies as
well. For instance, Saudi Fransi Bank currently trades at 9.5x current
year estimated net income, compared to 13x for National
Commercial Bank. Saudi Fransi Bank is another strongly corporate
focused bank and as such stands to benefit from project finance
opportunities, which are expected to rise next year in the
infrastructure and private sector. Moreover, operating expenses
are expected to go down thanks to their digitization initiatives.

Saudi Fransi Bank is another
strongly corporate focused bank
and as such stands to benefit from
project finance opportunities.
Qatar Gas Transport
Nakilat is responsible for providing
transport Qatar’s LNG production. It
enjoys stable revenue/cash flows from
long term (25 years) and fixed-rate
time charter contracts. The locked in rates and minimal
exposure to spot markets along with predictable and declining
interest payments virtually guarantees the residual stream for
shareholders as dividends.

Our model suggests dividend
yield of 5.6% in 2018 growing to
14.5% by 2033 with FCF yield of
12.3% growing to 27.7% over the
same period.
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Volatility is back, the risk of a trade war has increased, the Fed is picking up the pace of hiking and some
emerging economies are starting to feel the pain. But global growth is strong, many central banks are
still accommodative, fiscal stimulus supports US earnings growth and equity valuations are still attractive
relative to bonds. Overall, the tailwinds still outweigh the headwinds for risk assets, at least for now. But
as the year progresses, we might see more evidences in the “developed” world that economies outperform
financial markets – a trend which would be a sharp reversal from previous years. Thus, it is time to
identify regions and countries which are still trading ahead of “Main Street”, which is what we are
currently witnessing in the Middle East, a region where the news flow (index inclusion, mega IPOs,
structural reforms, fiscal easing on the back of firmer oil prices, etc.) is finally catching the attention of
global asset allocators.

As the year progresses, we might see more
evidences in the “developed” world that
economies outperform financial markets –
a trend which would be a sharp reversal
from previous years.
While our forecasts and views are always subject to change, our commitment to serve our clients is not.
We remain at your full disposal for any specific issues you would like to discuss, so please don’t hesitate
to contact us.
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